SAMUEL CADDEN CHAPEL, CLEMSON UNIVERSITY – SKETCHING TOUR

22 February, 2022, 2:30 – 4:30 PM, (Rain Date 24 February, 2:30)

Located at the center of the Clemson Campus adjacent to the Cooper Library/Watts Innovation Center quadrangle and near the Brooks Performing Arts Center, the Samuel J. Cadden Chapel is non-denominal and a quiet place for meditation, reflection, and celebration for the Clemson University community. The Samuel J. Cadden Chapel and its accompanying memorial gardens create a warm, inviting space for people of any belief, or of no belief, to feel welcome and accepted.

The unique character of Samuel J. Cadden Chapel is realized through strong vertical lines with majestic windows, allowing for transparency and light. Using elegantly detailed, high-quality materials of brick and timber, the Samuel J. Cadden Chapel adds a radiant presence to Clemson’s beautiful campus.

SKETCH TOUR

The Sketching Tour will be led by Emeritus Prof. Lynn Craig, FAIA, RIBA and Pam Davis, Director – Campus Reservations & Events, and will begin at 2:30 PM, 22 February (Rain date 2:30 PM 24 February). All sketching skill levels are welcomed. We will meet at the Chapel entry and go inside. Pam Davis will give a brief introduction of the background of the Chapel, and Prof. Craig will point out building design features of the Chapel. We will begin sketching inside, then roughly an hour later, the sketch group will go outside to sketch the Chapel. As the group is sketching, Prof Craig will give sketching tips if requested. At 4:30 PM we will have a wrap-up session of the Sketch Tour in the lobby of the Watts Innovation Center where refreshments are available in the lobby.

Bring your favorite sketching pens, pencils, watercolors, sketchbook, and a portable seat. All are welcomed to sketch or just walk around with the group.

----------------------------------------------

Please note, Clemson University requires wearing of masks in all campus buildings. Emeritus faculty must test every 14 days. If you have any questions or need assistance scheduling a test, please contact Nicci Hanewald at 864-656-3990 or nherman@clemson.edu